The Rotten Apple
A cruel looking man arrives to some lonely place and takes out his gun from the car trunk. He
walks through the jungle area and gets lost.
Another person runs fast in woods which appear to be the same place of the man with the gun
vanishes into.
The man with the gun suddenly notices a figure moving fast among the woods. In a snap he
reloads his gun and aims and shoot.
The victim falls on the ground furiously. The gunman rushes to his goal and smiles looking at his
achievement. He takes out his knife from his coat and starts to stab the body.
Lot of bloods is spread on the ground. The man grabs the body as he walks.
A food truck drives fast through the woods. An old rotten apple falls from the behind of it.
The gunman drives the car relaxingly after his successful hunt while a song playing on the radio.
Suddenly the radio stopped working. Disappointedly he tries to switch off and switch on again
but to no avail. Now more angrily he hit the radio at the same time he accidentally hit a person.
He steps outside of the car and runs to him. Fade out.
Few minutes earlier…
The rotten apple lying on the road. Someone arrives for it and grabs it. We realize he is the man
who ran in the woods earlier and that it wasn’t him who actually got shot earlier. He has been
seriously wounded with scratches all over his body. He has had happen to have a very serious
injury. After a long observant at it, he disappointedly tries to throw it away and refrain doing so
and turns as he hears something and suddenly his face changes into horror.
The rotten apple flies in the sky while some amount of blood spills on it. (Slow motion)
The man is dead. The gunman becomes panic after realizing what he has done. He tries to shake
the body to examine whether to check if the victim is still conscious. As it seems not, he is about
to loose his mind and looks around frighteningly. No one around to witness, he assumes himself.

Then he notices the rotten apple in blood. He runs to the trunk and get the long knife and moves
away. Oddly he comes back and stares at the trunk in a deep regretted look. As he really doesn’t
want to do it yet there is no other choice. Abruptly he closes his trunk door with a slam.
It’s a dead animal. The gunman drags the animal near to the body and tries to put the horns of the
animal into the body of the person to make it look like an accident. Somehow accidentally he
steps on the rotten apple and falls making his body holding through the horn which leads him to
a slow and painful death.
A long moment of silence. Dead bodies lay still and not a breath to hear. As it is about to fade
out suddenly a hand of one of body starts to move which we can’t see who he is.
The food truck drive fast. A rotten apple falls behind of it. Like in some earlier point of the
movie. There are lots of other rotten and fresh apples in the truck. Inside the truck an injured guy
drives the vehicle. He is the one who collided into a car earlier. He is breathing heavily. We
assume he didn’t die in the car accident.
The guy, whose body got holed with the animal horns, sits next to him. It seems the injured guy
driving the truck fast just to save the gunman somehow.
Back to running fast scene depicts in earlier. Now we can see the guy with the scratches is
running fast. In a distance we see the truck’s engine had a faulty and unable to drive it anymore
which is the reason the guy running fast seeking for help.
After some intense running, he comes back to the same place where the accident has happened
earlier at where the gunman’s car was left as well as the dead animal. He panics and cries
nevertheless get in the car and after some fail attempts starts up the car and drives.
The car drives fast and then slowly ceases the speed. As the camera stand in a one point and after
the car vanishes from the screen we can hear the car stops and the guy gets out of it. For a few
seconds nothings happen. Then we can the guy walking opposite relaxingly but anxiously
looking around. As he walks back we can see he hides the evidence of gunman which we
understand he doesn’t want anyone to notice or expose. He vanishes from the screen.

The End.

